March in perspective – global markets
The inexorable march of equity markets in developed
countries continued through the first quarter. Not even the
remarkable events in Cyprus could affect sentiment for more
than a day or two. Emerging markets were less fortunate, as
investor concerns about specific problems in those countries
weighed on emerging currencies and markets. The MSCI
World index rose 2.1% in March while the MSCI Emerging
market index declined 1.9%. The respective quarterly
returns for these two indices were 7.2% and -1.9% while in
the year to end-March the World index rose 9.3% while the
Emerging market index fell 0.6%. So within a relatively
short period of time investors have voted with their feet and
left emerging markets for the “safety” of developed markets.
Back to the monthly returns, the conscious effort on the part
of Japanese policy makers to weaken the yen (it declined
1.9% on the month and is down 17.3% in the past six
months) boosted exporters listed on the Japanese equity
market, helping that market to rise 6.7% in March (it has
risen 39.7% during the past six months). The US equity
market’s gain of 3.8% was also noticeable, as was the 4.6%
and 4.1% increases in the US mid and small cap indices.
Turning to emerging markets, China declined 5.5%,
effectively losing all its year-to-date gains, Russia lost 5.2%,
Brazil 1.9% and India 0.1%. The JSE All share index i.e. the
SA equity market, lost 1.0% in dollar terms, bringing to
5.2% its year-to-date loss.

past year while exports of motor vehicles now account
for a third of the annual increase of 10.8% in exports.
The SA Reserve Bank (SARB) kept its policy interest
rate unchanged at 5.0%, noting that “further
accommodation remains constrained by the upside
risks to the inflation outlook”. The SARB raised its
inflation expectations slightly; it now expects inflation
to average 5.3% and 5.9% during 2013 and 2014
respectively and to end 2014 around 5.2% (although it
will get a lot higher before then). Annual consumer
inflation rose to 5.9%, pushed higher by medical aid
contributions. A small decline in monthly food prices
eased the blow marginally, in the absence of which
inflation would have breached the 6.0% mark. Annual
core inflation i.e. excluding food and energy costs, rose
significantly from 4.7% to 5.3%.
Afro-pic 1: Zebras crossing

Chart 1: Global market returns to 31 March 2013
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What’s on our radar screen?
Here are a couple of items we are keeping a close eye on:
 The SA economy: The trade deficit for February shrank
to R9.5bn from unexpectedly high January deficit of
R24.5bn. Exports rose by R9bn and imports declined
by R6bn, resulting in the significant improvement.
Imports of consumer goods are up only 2.7% in the

 US economy: Whereas the US economic data during
February and March was generally better than
expected, the data in April so far has been quite
disappointing. This is very relevant because we are
also probably due to start seeing the effects of the
recent haggling over the US budget (the so-called
sequester), which saw the US government mandated to
make certain cutbacks in expenditure, which are bound
to have a negative impact on their economy. The usual
“non-farm payroll” data i.e. the US labour market data,
was released a few days ago. It showed that job
creation had slowed much more than expected and
more significantly, although the official unemployment
rate declined from 7.7% to 7.6%, it only did so because
so many people gave up looking for work. This
phenomenon, called the labour participation rate, fell
to its lowest level (63.3%) since 1979. The jury is still
definitely out as to how strong the US economic
recovery will be. We are not inclined to give it the
benefit of the doubt at this stage and still see growth

for the year aaround only 2.0%; but let’s acknowledgee
that there is ggrowth, nonettheless, which
h is more than is
happening inn the Eurozonee.
 Emerging maarket economiies: Chinese inflation
i
declined from
m 3.2% in Febbruary to 2.1%
% in March
while producce inflation (PPI) posted a decline
d
of 1.9%
%
in March from
m -1.6% in Feebruary. India
an inflation
rose from 100.8% in Februaary to 10.9% in
i March, whiile
in Russia infflation rose to 7.3% in Febrruary from
7.1% in Januuary. Turkey’s inflation in the
t year to
February wass 7.0%.
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It is widely beliieved that secuular equity bu
ull markets havve
hiistorically coin
ncided with ann inflection po
oint in bond yields
y
- refer
r
to Chart 3. Perhaps for
or the late com
mers to the partty,
th
he US 10-year bond yield neeeds to find a solid floor at
2.0%. Only tim
me will tell.
Chart 3: Secullar equity bulll markets ha
ave coincided
d with
an
n inflection point in bond yields
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Glob
As you
y can see froom Chart 2, momentum
m
in large
l
cap US
sharees is on the inccrease. Despitte the inherentt risk in globaal
equitty markets, wee still believe equities will deliver
d
superiior
returrns over the neext 12 to 18 months.
m
The Feebruary US
labou
ur data (268 0000 jobs were created) and housing
h
data
(risin
ng 10.0% yearr-on-year in Jaanuary) help explain
e
the facct
that underlying
u
economic fundaamentals withiin the US
contiinue to improvve. An improvving macro-ecconomic
back
kdrop and accoommodative central
c
bank po
olicies shouldd
lead US equities eeven higher. This
T will act ass a strong tail
wind
d for global eqquity markets. The fact that other asset
classses look overvvalued adds fuurther convictiion to our beliief.
Equiity markets reccently touchedd new all-timee highs despitee
globaal concerns abbout an imminnent market co
orrection. Thee
consensus view is that 2013 corrporate earnings will see
globaal equity earnnings rise by a solid 10.0%, which supporrts
curreent valuation llevels. The exxpansion of central banks’
balan
nce sheets hass been unpreceedented, with liquidity
jump
ping from $8 ttrillion to $21 trillion over the
t past six
yearss. Despite thiss, investors rem
main underweeight in equitiees.

Source: Merrill Lynch

A few quotes to chew on
An
n admonition for
f shareholdders
It is well known
n, at least amoongst Maestro
o clients, that we
w
do
o not hold Ang
glo in high reggard i.e. it hass never been one
o of
ou
ur preferred mining
m
houses.. Over time it is fair to say this
t
viiew has been correct.
c
Our ppreference for Billiton over
Anglos
A
has worrked well for cclients. That said,
s
outgoingg
An
nglo CEO, Cyynthia Carrolll, recently direected some salient
co
omment at shaareholders, whhich we would
d all do well too
heeed. It is worth
h highlightingg that all the major
m
mining
ho
ouses have reccently written down billionss of dollars inn
faailed investments and are alll in the processs of changingg
CE
EOs. This app
plies to Angloo, Billiton, Rio
o Tinto and
Xstrata.
X
Referriing to sharehoolders’ demands for greater cash
reeturns, Carroll said there waas a “disconneect” between
mining
m
compan
nies and investtors, adding th
hat the latter need
n
to
o understand better
b
“what it really takes to
o deliver projeects.

It’s not an industry where you can react overnight to
something that happened yesterday. The (industry) context
has changed (and) maybe the shareholder base must also
change. It will need more time and patience. Some
(shareholders are) under severe pressure and want a return
tomorrow. They’re going to be hard-pressed to get them
because it’s not going to happen that way. We have to be
ruthless in terms of what (costs) we’ve got to cut but we
have to be mindful that we’re in a long-term industry.”
Afro-pic 3: A buffalo bull eyeing Wall Street’s new peaks

A word of warning on the North Korean situation
In a recent report Merrill Lynch Chief Investment Strategist
Michael Hartnett, had the following to say: “The
geopolitical situation in North Korea also bears watching.
Although thus far it’s difficult to see much impact on asset
prices, the fact remains that there are $11.4 trillion of US
Treasuries outstanding on the planet, and 25% of them are
currently owned in countries that surround North Korea. The
potential for geopolitical risks is clear to see should the
‘crisis’ worsen”.
The end of the Iron Age
I wonder what your reaction was to the passing of Baroness
Margaret Thatcher. Whatever it was, we know for certain
that they don’t make leaders like that anymore! We thought
the following observations from Jim Reid, the Deutsche
Bank Market Commentator and economic historian, were
rather prescient. “We try to stay fairly neutral politically in
this job but with the death of Mrs Thatcher yesterday it was
interesting to hear the debate about some of her policies in
the early 1980s. In closing down many of Britain's
uncompetitive industries her policies led to much social
disruption and high unemployment. However some might
argue that this was creative destruction at its purest and her
policies turned around years of competitive decline in the

UK albeit at a high social cost. In addition there was a
deliberate policy of high interest rates to tame inflation
which added to the short-term economic/social problems. If
you compared that to today, the Western World and the UK
in particular have perhaps been interfering in the creative
destruction process and are keeping more entities alive than
the free market would naturally allow. These policies are
arguably minimising social disruption (even if it doesn't
always feel like that) but are also arguably leading to a suboptimal and inefficient resource allocation in various
economies. Indeed the UK today is in an odd position where
it’s flirting with a 'triple-dip' but that unemployment is at
pretty low levels. So was the early 80s in Britain a case
study of creative destruction and is the UK now a case study
of a zombie economy? It's a tough debate as to which is the
better route as you have appreciate that you are playing with
individuals and communities lives. It takes a very brave
politician to venture down the huge restructuring route
which is part of the reason that Mrs Thatcher splits opinion.
However in a world of consensual and compromising
politics she should be remembered for her decisiveness and
aggressive policy choices whether you agreed with them or
not. I did re-watch her final PM speech on you tube
yesterday from 1991 and her disdainful comments on the
ECB were quite entertaining.”
Two quick notes on Cyprus
Much has been written about Cyprus. We remain fascinated
and mildly concerned about the events there, particularly the
fact that some politicians really seem to believe that their
“new model” i.e. getting private investors and depositors to
pay, is an effective means of dealing with failing banks and
economies. That was stated in as many words by Mr Jeroen
Dijsselbloem, who heads the Euro group of finance
ministers, in an interview with the Financial Times and
Reuters. In the interview he indicated that the initial plan
hatched by policy makers was effectively “pushing back the
risks” that sovereigns or EU authorities would be left to
shoulder the burden of bank bailouts. He added that the
relative market calm in recent months, coupled with the lack
of market panic following the decision to force depositors to
pay for the bailout of two large Cypriot banks, allowed the
Eurozone to go after private money more aggressively when
banks failed. The market reaction prompted a clarification
statement later where Dijsselbloem said that Cyprus was a
“specific case with exceptional challenges” and that bailout
programmes do not have models or templates. But by then
the earlier message had done the damage - equities and the
Euro had already fallen sharply. However, both were to
recover soon afterwards.
The second note on Cyprus has to do with their stock
market. Have you wondered what effect, firstly the 2007/9

Greaat Financial Crrisis and seconndly the recen
nt economic
crisiss there has hadd on their stocck market? Wonder
W
no morre
and allow
a
me to puut you out of your
y
misery – the answer iss
not a happy one. C
Chart 4 relatedd the sad facts: since the peaak
of th
heir market in 2007 the Cyprus has fallen 98% - eina!
Charrt 4: The Cyp
prus stock maarket

nnual growth rate
r in GDP oof 6.8% for theese four counttries
an
veersus a rise off 3.5% p.a. forr South Africaa. Arguably off
more
m
importancce is the comppound growth in consumer
ex
xpenditure oveer the last twoo decades risin
ng 13% to justt over
$7
700m.
Ch
hart 5 illustrattes the fact thaat consumptio
on expendituree is
ex
xpected to gro
ow at an annuaalized rate of approximately
a
y
11
1.4% p.a. overr the next threee years, which is only
marginally
m
lower than the 133.0% experienced over the past
p
tw
wo decades. Th
he primary dri
rivers of this anticipated
a
groowth
raate are the form
mal food and aapparel retail market. A num
mber
off the companiees in which M
Maestro is inveested, particulaarly
in
n the industriall sector, are w
well positioned
d to capitalize on
th
his growth. Th
hey have estabblished bases in
i South Africca and
a growing distribution footprrint into sub-S
Saharan Africaa.
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Loca
Sub--Saharan Africca has been ovverlooked by international
i
invesstors for manyy years. Howeever, in a worlld that is
searcching for areas of economicc growth it waas only a matteer
of tim
me before Afrrica started to show up on in
nvestors’ radaar
screeens. The area rremains charaacterized by co
ountries with
relatiively small GD
DPs, data releeases that are questionable
q
and illiquid
i
stock m
markets. Thesse factors, by and large, keeep
invesstors at bay. H
However, as coountries grow
w in economic
statu
us they start too become moree attractive as investment
destiinations. The ddemographicss tell a compellling story: a
popu
ulation of welll over 700m annd growing att over 2.0% peer
annu
um, increasingg urbanization, strong GDP growth of 5.00%
- 6.0% p.a. and abbove-average consumption
c
growth.
g
Charrt 5: Sub-Sah
haran consum
mption expen
nditure
Curreent US dollar prrices
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Soutth Africa remaains the largesst African coun
ntry by GDP.
The next
n four counntries – Nigerria, Angola, Ghana
G
and
Keny
ya – are cumuulatively the saame size as So
outh Africa inn
terms of GDP. Eurromonitor forrecasts a real compound
c

March
M
in persp
pective – locaal investmentt markets
March
M
proved to
t be a rewardding month in the SA equityy
market
m
– at leasst for investorrs in the financcial and industrial
seectors, where the
t latter two indices rose 3.1%
3
and 2.7%
%
reespectively. Liike so many m
months before, it was a diffeerent
story for investors in resourcce shares. The basic materiaal
seector declined 3.7%, followi
wing the 6.8% decline in
Feebruary. The basic
b
materiall sector has no
ow declined 7..2%
so
o far this year, despite the 77.5% decline in
n the rand oveer the
saame period - so much for thhese shares’ “rrand hedge natture”.
So
o far this year the financial and industriall indices havee risen
5.9% and 6.3% respectively. The gold index is down 177.9%
ov
ver the same period.
p

We noted how firm the US mid and small cap indices had
been so far this year. It is worth pointing out that the same is
true for the SA equity market, although the midcap sector
flew into quite strong winds in January as the retailers, many
of whom are to be found in this sector, were severely
marked down. During March alone the mid and small cap
indices rose 2.5% and 3.3% while for the year-to-date their
respectively returns are 2.7% and 8.1% (yes, 8.1%). In stark
contrast, large caps (the Top40 index) rose only 0.9% in
March (it was carried by the financial and industrial large
caps) and has risen 2.3% for the year-to-date. All in all these
returns make for very interesting analysis, and highlight the
extent to which the inner workings of the SA equity market
have changed relative to last year. Despite pedestrian returns
in popular sectors such as basic materials, a lot is happening
within the market. Many sectors have already delivered very
respectable returns so far this year. For the records, the bestperforming sectors during March were the pharmaceuticals
and biotechnology sector, which rose 14.5%, automobiles
and parts up 13.5% and tobacco 9.4%. The worst were
industrial metals, which declined 10.1%, platinum mining
down 5.7% and mobile telecoms 5.6%.

It is hard to believe that another year has gone by already! It
seems like just a few weeks back when I was celebrating my
first anniversary at Maestro with an Intermezzo contribution
on my two passions, football and investment markets. The
year has certainly gone by quickly. I guess it is true what
they say, time flies when one is having fun or is very busy.
Afro-pic 5: The African equivalent of Brothers-in-arms

Chart 6: Local market returns to 31 March 2013
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Victor’s anniversary article
Regular readers will know that on the occasion of their
anniversary, each staff member is invited to contribute an
article in Intermezzo on a topic of their choice. This month it
is Victor’s turn. For your information, Victor joined Maestro
in January 2011 and currently has responsibility for a
number of client relationships. He is a key member of the
investment team and analyses certain companies and sectors.
He also has responsibility for the smooth operation of our
offshore unit trust, Central Park Global Balanced Fund.
Victor holds an Honours degree in Finance from the
University of Cape Town and is a Chartered Financial
Analyst (CFA). Victor writes as follows:

As is customary at Maestro, with each anniversary comes an
opportunity to write an article on any topic and share it with
Intermezzo’s readers. In keeping with last year’s motivation,
I have decided to share some thoughts on another topic that
is dear to my heart, the African continent. Many will agree
that the topic of the African growth story has received
renewed attention over the past few years. Hardly a week
goes by where we do not come across an advert or invitation
to a ‘Discussing Africa’ conference or presentation. The
media has certainly caught onto the hype with business
channels screening numerous weekly shows on the topic and
the print media publishing a plethora of articles on the
subject. I can easily recall no less than three publications in
The Economist in the recent past that largely focused on
Africa. It is also worth noting that much of what is being
said and written is positive, as evidenced by the caption on a
recent The Economist cover, ‘Aspiring Africa’. Perhaps the
most telling sign that something of interest is taking place on
the continent is the attention business executives and
investors are giving to their African operations.
Some will remember the doleful cover of The Economist
magazine over a decade ago with the inscription ‘Hopeless
Continent’ and the image of an African man carrying what
appeared to be a bazooka on his shoulder. Few argued with
the description or foresaw that a decade later the publication
would regret ever printing such an article and recant. How
times have changed since then. Afro-optimism is probably at

its highest level ever and rather than being viewed as
hopeless, many now look at Africa as the next beacon of
hope. Most of the enthusiasm is justified. It is a matter of
fact that many of the continent’s economies are enjoying
their best years since they won independence from their
colonial powers. Africa is the world’s fastest growing
continent with average GDP of 6% per annum. Six of the
world’s ten fastest growing economies over the past decade
were from the continent and this helped average real income
per person increase by over 30% during that period.
Afro-pic 6: Impala ewe receiving her daily grooming

I am of the view that the most significant change on the
continent over the past decade is that wars and civil
dissension have declined dramatically. There are still
incidences that occasionally flare up (the Central African
Republic being a case in point) but overall the continent’s
conflicts are less severe and do not last as long as they used
to. A clear example of this can be seen by looking at
previous crisis zones such as Liberia, Angola, Chad and
Sierra Leon, all of which are enjoying a period of peace,
certainly more than they have in decades. Closely linked to
this development is the advent of democracy across many
countries. It is startling to note that in early 1980 only three
African countries had democratically elected governments,
currently there are over 25 countries across the continent
that enjoy some form of democracy. Sceptics will be quick
to point out that much of the continent’s elections are flawed
with vote rigging, violent clashes and intimidation of one
form or the other, all of which are accurate assessments. Yet,
the point remains, that in itself is an improvement on the
perennial civil wars and the countless coups d'état of prior
decades.
Afro-pic 7: Cheetah family

Ironically, part of Africa’s recent success is a result of the
Great Financial Crisis of 2007/8 and the subsequent overindebtedness of developed economies, which has
condemned most western nations to sluggish growth for the
foreseeable future. In search for growth and returns, global
investors have turned to frontier and emerging market
economies, which has assisted foreign direct investment
(FDI) into Africa to increase from $37bn in 2006 to $46bn
in 2012. The increased investment on the continent has
brought about many goods and services that used to be
scarce, such as telecommunications. It is estimated that there
are now three phones for every four people on the continent,
a statistic that is comparable to that of India. Remarkably,
about a third of Kenya’s GDP now passes through M-Pesa,
the country’s mobile money service. When you consider that
eight out of every ten people on the continent do not have a
bank account, it is safe to assume that the trend in Kenya is
likely to be replicated in other African countries. The
increase in FDI is only part of the story and frankly, to lay
much of Africa’s success on the demise of developed
economies would be an injustice to the continent’s people.
Several factors have conspired to bring about the change in
perception on how the continent is viewed, not least of
which is the reduction in the number of war-torn regions
across the continent.

With peace, or some form of it, often come investment,
human development, increased life expectancy, optimism
and aspiration among locals. All of these contribute to some
interesting forecasts of where Africa will be in the next few
years; consumer spending is expected to double over the
next decade with the emerging consumer contributing
significantly to that growth. The average income per person
in three out of four African states is forecast to grow above
$1 000 per annum while trends such as urbanisation and
declining child mortality are adding to the optimism.
Africa’s growing population promises an increase in
labourers in the next few decades as the ratio of workers
relative to children and the elderly increases, a phenomenon
often referred to as a ‘demographic dividend’. With all the
above, it’s no wonder business leaders are paying close

atten
ntion to the conntinent and why
w investors are
a willing to
back
k seemingly crredible Africann growth strattegies. Some
Africcan governmeents are takingg advantage off this change iin
perceeption by inveestors and makking the proveerbial hay whiile
the sun shines. In September off 2012, the Zam
mbian
goveernment issuedd ten-year Eurrobonds (bond
ds backed by tthe
Zamb
bian governm
ment but denom
minated in eurros) mainly to
Ameerican and Eurropean investoors at a yield of
o 5.4%.
Rem
markably, the innitial plan waas to raise $500
0m but the
auctiion drew $12bbn in orders. Inn the end $750m was raisedd,
undeerscoring investors’ appetitee for African assets.
a
At
preseent, fourteen ssub-Saharan governments
g
have
h
issued
foreiign denominatted bonds andd the list includ
des Ivory Coaast,
a cou
untry that has defaulted on its debt twice in the last
decade, yet its lonng-term dollar bonds are trad
ding at a yieldd
of less than 8%.
Afro
o-pic 8: An elephant emerging from hiss daily swim

The continent certtainly has madde great strides over the passt
d
howeever, one cannnot be oblivio
ous to the fact
two decades;
that as
a a continentt we still have a long way to
o go. While
head
dline statistics are encouragiing, there are still large partts
of th
he continent (pparticularly thee central regio
on) where
hung
ger and povertty are rife. Eveen in countries where
econ
nomic growth has been robuust, like Angolla and Ethiopiia,
the majority
m
of thee population still live on lesss than $1.50 a
day. If the contineent is to build on the foundaations of the paast
decades, more schhools and hosppitals still need
d to be built aand
goveernments mustt deal with thee bureaucraciees that serve aas a
deterrrent to additioonal investmeent. The contin
nent currentlyy
attraccts only 1% oof global invesstment and con
ntributes less
than 4% to world G
GDP despite being
b
home to
o over 13% off
the world’s
w
populaation. The corrruption pandeemic is often
cited
d as one of thee continent’s greatest
g
challenges, and
righttly so. Estimattes suggest thaat up to $8bn is siphoned ouut
of th
he Nigerian economy every year due to crrookedness;
sadly
y, the story is no different inn many other African

co
ountries. These are all fundss that could bee directed to
in
nfrastructure projects that w
would help to ensure
e
a betterr
fu
uture for the yo
oung and aspiiring generatio
on. One of thee
co
onsequences of
o corruption iis the uneven spread of weaalth,
an
n additional ch
hallenge the coontinent conteends with. As the
US
U president offten says whenn referring to America, “thee
co
ountry does well, when the middle class does
d
well.” Thhe
saame can be saiid of the Africcan continent that when leadders
arre more interested in the weell-being of the masses ratheer
th
han enriching a connected fe
few, that will expedite
e
su
ustainable weaalth creation aand reduce ineequality. Singaapore
is often quoted as a template in this regard
d; the country grew
itss GDP per cap
pital from $4660 to $62 000 in four decadees, a
tru
uly remarkablle achievemennt.
Another
A
hurdle the continentt will have to overcome
o
in the
t
co
oming years iss the lack of ddiversification within its
ecconomies. Alm
most a third off Africa’s GDP growth com
mes
diirectly from co
ommodities. T
This is unlikelly to be sustainned;
co
ommodity pricces are cyclicaal and soft com
mmodities aree
su
ubject to unpreedictable weatther. With thee vast mineral
wealth
w
on the continent, it wiill come as no
o surprise that
many
m
booming African natioons share Chin
na as their larggest
traading partner, a relationshipp that cynics are
a uncomforttable
with.
w
In the long-term, the ovver-reliance on
n commoditiees
will
w need to be addressed andd perhaps be replaced
r
by
in
ncreased domeestic demand.
So
o, a decade fro
om now, how will we evalu
uate the Africaan
co
ontinent? Willl the sceptics bbe proved righ
ht once again, after
co
onflicts have flared
f
up and iincompetent governments
g
h
have
errased the fragiile gains of thee last two decades? Or will the
asspirations of a billion peoplee on the contiinent be closerr to
beeing realised? Needless to ssay, I am bulliish on the
co
ontinent’s prosspects and bellieve we are on
o the cusp of some
in
nteresting deveelopments. Hoowever, I will add the proviiso
th
hat it will take time; as the oold adage goess, ‘there is no
hu
urry in Africa’. Sadly, this w
will probably be the reality.
Destructive praactices like briibery, fraud an
nd violence taake
geenerations to expunge,
e
so thhe road ahead will likely seee
many
m
setbacks but the consollation, judging
g from the passt
deecade, is that we
w are on the right track. In
n addition to thhat, I
would
w
go as farr as to say thatt many of Afrrica’s challengges
caan be corrected by having thhe right leaderrs. How else
would
w
you expllain the anomaaly that the co
ontinent with the
t
most
m arable land has to impoort food or thatt the continennt
with
w the richestt mineral weallth has the poo
orest people? The
ch
hallenge of ineept leadershipp can be rectifiied in time, while
w
th
he difficulties facing other gglobal regions, such as Euroope
an
nd America, are much moree complex.

Afro
o-pic 9: A lion
n straining in
nto the headw
wind
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Table 2: MSCII returns to 331 March 201

For the record
Table 1 below lists the latest retturns of the mutual
m
and
retireement funds uunder Maestroo’s care. You can
c find more
detaiil on our webssite at www.m
maestroinvestm
ment.co.za.
Retu
urns include inncome and aree presented aftter fees have
been
n charged. Funnd Summaries for each resp
pective fund
listed
d in the table aare available on
o our websitee.
Tablle 1: The retu
urns of funds under Maesttro’s care
Period
ended

Maestro Equity
Preescient Fund
JSE
E All Share Indeex
Rettirement Fundss
Maestro Growth F
Fund
Fun
nd Benchmark
Maestro Balanced
d Fund
Fun
nd Benchmark
Maestro Cautiouss Fund
Fun
nd Benchmark
Cen
ntral Park Gloobal
Balanced Fund ($$)
Ben
nchmark*
Sector average **

Month

Yeear to
date
d

Yeaar

Mar
Mar

1.1%
1.2%

0.3%
0
2.5%
2

14.5 %
22.55%

Mar
Mar
Mar
Mar
Mar
Mar

0.9%
1.1%
0.8%
1.0%
0.6%
0.6%

1.3%
2.9%
2
1.5%
2.8%
2
0.9%
0
1.6%
1

14.0 %
19.66%
13.5 %
17.88%
11.7 %
13.1 %

Feb
Feb
Feb

-2.1%
-0.2%
-0.5%

-1
1.0%
2.1%
2
2.0%
2

-0.7%
%
4.8%
%
2.3%
%

* 40%
% MSCI World Inndex, 20% each inn Barclays US Ag
ggregate Bond
Index, Credit Suisse Trremont Hedge Index and 3-month
h US Treasury Billls
pper Global Mixeed Asset Balanced sector ($)
** Lip

So what’s
w
with th
he pics?
Whaat with Victor’’s inspiring annd thought pro
ovoking articlee
on Africa,
A
I simplyy couldn’t ressist taking another look at thhe
extraaordinary beauuty that the coontinent holds. I hope you
enjoy
y the photos, w
which, with thhe odd one fro
om an
anon
nymous sourcee, were all obttained from National
N
Geog
graphic.
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